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Abstract  
Managing friendship relationships is challenging due to the growing number of people in online social networks (OSNs). While grouping friends sometimes mitigates this challenge, the burden of manual grouping still prevents OSNs users to create groups widely for privacy control, selective sharing and filtering. In this paper, we present an automated friend grouping tool which utilizes three different clustering algorithms to create groups from Facebook friendship networks. By conducting 18 semi-structured interviews, we investigated the advantages and disadvantages of automated friend grouping in OSNs.
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Introduction  
With growing numbers of people using Online Social Networks (OSNs), managing and understanding large networks can be a challenge. Grouping friends has been
suggested as a solution to help OSNs users in controlling privacy, sharing and filtering content. Facebook lists, Google+ circles and Twitter lists are some examples of grouping friends in OSNs. However, previous studies on friend grouping in OSNs [1, 2] illustrated that the high burden of creating groups of friends manually would hinder users adoption. Given the significant burden of manual grouping, these studies suggested automating group creation while allowing users to modify group membership. In this vein, recommendation-based tools such as Facebook smart lists [3], Katango [4], FeedMe [5], SocialFlow [6] and ReGroup [7] have been developed in recent years. These tools suggest recipients for on-demand sharing and filtering of content. The suggestions are based on prior sharing patterns and the content of the intended post.

Such automated recommendation-based techniques can be helpful in social media systems such as email to choose with whom to share a message. However, these techniques discourage users from creating groups for controlling information flow on public and large social networks. These suggestion-based approaches still put a relatively high burden on users to verify friend suggestions one at a time. If one user sends ten messages on an OSN, this requires verifying all of the recipients for all ten messages and may become a hindrance for frequent users of OSNs.

Using automated approaches and allowing for minor user modification to create groups in OSNs is an alternative to the existing recommendation-based grouping techniques. This approach creates fully populated groups from the onset and then allows the user to modify them. One method for creating such groups uses clustering algorithms to automatically detect groups in OSNs. While the feasibility of using clustering algorithms for group creation in OSNs has been investigated before [1], less is known about the benefits and drawbacks of using such automated friend grouping approach within a social media interface.

In this work, we present a grouping tool that automatically creates groups within Facebook using three different algorithmic techniques. This tool creates groups from a Facebook friendship network and then allows for human modification of groups. We conducted a study in which we asked participants to work with our tool and modify their populated friend groups as they wanted. During 18 semi-structured interviews, we investigated the advantages and disadvantages of automated friend grouping in OSNs. They are discussed in the following section.

An Automated Friend Grouping Application
In this project, we chose different clustering algorithms for creating groups automatically. Clustering algorithms can be classified into three categories based on their membership attribute: (i) disjoint clustering algorithms where each object can only belong to one group; (ii) overlapping clustering algorithms where an object can be a member of more than one group; and (iii) hierarchical clustering algorithms which categorize objects in a multi-level structure where one group can be a subset of another group. To have a comprehensive evaluation of automated grouping, we chose one algorithm from each category in our tool. Figure 1 shows a schematic view and the names of these clustering algorithms based on the defined membership attributes.
After implementing the chosen clustering algorithms, we used them to build a Facebook application. We extracted the Facebook friendship network of a user and applied these algorithms on it to create his/her groups of friends. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of our application. The groups created by each algorithm are shown in a separate tab. Each tab is named after the corresponding membership attribute of the clustering algorithm: disjoint, overlapping, and hierarchical.

Figure 2. A Snapshot of the Facebook automated friend grouping application

Each tab contains two panels: the groups panel (left side) and the members panel (right side). The groups panel shows the created groups by the corresponding algorithm. By clicking on a group in this panel, the members of that group are shown in the members panel. Users can move their friends from one group to another. They can also change the name of a group through both the groups and members panels. At the bottom of the group panel, there is a category named “ungrouped” which contains any friends that the algorithm did not place into existing groups. The overlapping and hierarchical tabs offer some additional features. For instance, in the overlapping tab, moving a member from one group to another group would not result in removing the member from the first group. Similarly, in the hierarchical tab, color coding distinguishes groups at different levels of the hierarchy.

In order to evaluate how an automated friend grouping fit into the social media users’ intended grouping goals, we conducted a lab study. In this study, we asked people to use our application to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of automated group creation. To date, we have recruited 18 (11 female and 7 male) participants from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. They were from 8 different departments and ranged in age from 18-55. The participants’ Facebook friendship networks ranged in size from 139 friends to 1853 friends ($\mu = 601$). All the participants reported using Facebook daily (on average for the past 5.7 years) and the majority of them logged into Facebook several times a day ($N=12$).

During the study, we asked participants to modify each algorithm’s automated groups, specifically for a story sharing task. That is, they should make groups for selective sharing of content. As the first step, we asked them to look over each group and label it based on at least 2/3 of the group members. If a group had no meaning for them, we asked them to delete the group.
Then, that group members automatically went to the ungrouped category. After the first round, participants were asked to come back and review the members of each group individually. During the review process, they were asked to move or delete members when they did not belong to a group, create new groups, or merge the existing groups as necessary. Finally, we asked them to check the members of the ungrouped category to see whether they could find a group for any of them. The participants repeated this process for each tab. To mitigate any learning effects, order effects, and bias toward a specific algorithm, we assigned users algorithms in different orders. Due to time constraints, the participants with large network sizes (n > 500) were asked to work on only one or two tabs. In order to evaluate the automated friend grouping approach, we asked our participants to rate each algorithm based on the groups it had created. We also asked subjects to compare this grouping approach with the current existing grouping techniques in OSNs.

Automated Grouping Interface Evaluation

To assess our automated friend grouping interface, we observed participants' actions during the modification process and encouraged them to discuss any issues or opinions they had about the interface. To have a comparison, we asked them to compare our automated grouping interface with the existing manual or recommendation-based interface in Facebook lists. The overwhelming consensus among our participants was that they preferred this automated grouping interface. For example, one of the participants declared how removing the burden of labelling friends individually made her work easier: “Suggesting friends by FB is not user friendly as I have to add each person one by one; additionally changing a list of friends is not easy because it needs many clicks! I prefer this user interface that creates groups and then I [can] modify them. It will be faster.”

Similarly, another participant working with the grouping application said: “if FB had this feature, I would probably use it. When FB came out, it didn’t have the list feature and then when it had it, it was hard to do it by hand. So, this version will make it easy to manage my groups of friends.”

Overall, the automated grouping interface was well received. It was especially useful where participants were dealing with a large number of friends. Although existing recommendation-based interfaces suggest friends for each group, users must address each suggested friend one at a time. This method can be helpful in private social media such as email. However, it can discourage the grouping of friends in public OSNs such as Facebook, Google+ and Twitter. Users in our and related studies did not want to dedicate the time and effort necessary for the creation of quality groups.

To further evaluate the interface, we analyzed the application interface for each of the three specific membership approaches. We asked the participants how comfortable they were with the interface on a 5-point Likert scale (1=not very, 5=very). Average ratings are shown in Table 1. We describe the results below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clustering Approach</th>
<th>Participants’ Rate (1-5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disjoint</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Evaluation of Automation approaches Interface
algorithm assumes a friend can exist in only one group. Grouping Sally in either a 'close friend' or 'high school friend' group is easier than placing her in five different groups as might occur with an overlapping algorithm and interface.

**Hierarchical Interface:** Participants stated that handling the subgroups required extra effort in the hierarchical interface. This added effort made the hierarchical interface less comfortable than the disjoint approach. Designing an interface for hierarchical grouping is inherently more difficult due to the size of OSN friendship networks. More work is needed to manage the groups and subgroups effectively.

**Overlapping Interface:** While many of our participants expressed a desire for overlapping groups as they worked on the disjoint approach, the overlapping interface introduced an extra layer of complexity. One of the participants stated: "I like the idea of overlapping as it's useful but it gets confusing when the number of people grows and makes it hard to put one person in different groups." Similarly, another participant said: "It [the interface] makes it complicated to put people in multiple groups." One of the participants offered graphical suggestions to manage multiple group membership: "It would be better if you made the overlapping feature in the visualization better so that I [can] understand who is in which groups." We plan to iterate on our design to better manage multiple memberships across groups through visualization.

**Automation Effect**

Previous studies on friend grouping [2] showed that different techniques for grouping friends manually affect the final groups one person creates. Although in this study we used the same technique for modified groups in each algorithm, different original algorithmically created groups might affect the final groups a user curates. To examine whether such an effect exists, we compared the final groupings a user created across the different algorithms. As the groups generated by hierarchical clustering in the lowest level were disjoint, we were able to compare those groups with the ones created by the disjoint algorithm after the modification process. Using the BCubed metric [8] as a comprehensive metric for comparing two different groupings, we found on average a 14% difference between two groupings a user creates from the same friendship network. This relatively high difference shows that the automated friend grouping algorithm influences the final groups the user creates significantly. Therefore, choosing an appropriate automated friend grouping technique is very important in designing a grouping tool for OSNs.

In order to understand the possible causes of the automation effect, we compared the associated groups in two different groupings and explored the ones with the highest difference. We found the following factors resulted in automation effect: (1) following what algorithms create: during the study, some participants declared that they kept some groups as the algorithm created them. They also said that if they had started to curate groups manually they might not create those algorithmically created groups by themselves. However, they stated that they liked those groups and kept them; (2) hierarchical structures in social relationships: one other cause of the automation effect is the difference between the hierarchy levels of the groups created by different algorithms. For example, when one algorithm generated a group for family, the other one
created two groups for it. Since the participants in many cases did not change the groups significantly, the final groups for the same friends would be different. For example, a participant named one group ‘family’ in one algorithm while he labelled the same friends as two groups of ‘my family’ and ‘my spouse’s family’ in another algorithm; and (3) user’s uncertainty: users’ doubt about the intimacy level of some friends and the uncertainty in organizing some friends resulted in ambiguity for some participants. Due to this uncertainty, they categorized some friends differently when modifying different algorithms.

Conclusion and Future Work
Given the significant burden of manual and recommendation-based grouping in OSNs, we presented an automated friend grouping tool which utilized three different clustering algorithms to create groups in a Facebook friendship network. Conducting a 18-users lab study and asking participants to compare our automated friend grouping interface to the existing manual or recommendation-based grouping interface in Facebook lists, we found an overwhelming consensus between our participants in preferring this tool. However, we found out a relatively significant automation effect in group creation which should be considered as an important factor when designing automated friend grouping applications.

We plan to extend this project by analyzing the data we have collected about the groups modified by the participants. Exploring the features of human-curated groups such as size and structural attributes is one of our goals. Since having the real labels of groups in online egocentric social networks without asking people is almost impossible, in this study we gathered valuable data which we want to use for evaluating the current group scoring metrics that are used in assessing clustering algorithms. We believe this project is a step toward understanding the advantages and disadvantages of automated friend grouping in OSNs.
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